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THE SOLUTION
G5 - GRANITE COMPACT MILLING CENTER
A compact milling center machine developed specifically

A sturdy construction in carefully polished natural granite

for the European dental industry, which is comprised

from South Africa, on three axes (X, Y and Z), not only the

of a large number of relatively small laboratories. It is a

basement. Movement is via linear actuators, which include

milling machine with fully automatic tool change, able to

precision ball screws, with backlash recovery.

create any item (crowns, bridges, models, screw-retained

Two rotary axes with zero backlash planetary gearbox.

bridges, abutments, connection bars, surgical stents, etc.)
in all materials (wax, PMMA, various resins, composite

All 5 axes are interpolated continuously and moved by

material, pre-sintered zirconia or aluminium oxide, lithium

electronically controlled brushless digital motors, with

disilicate, titanium (grade 2 and 5), CoCr alloy, etc.).

closed loop. Fast-locking disc holder for standard discs
(98.5 mm). Option: disk changer (up to 10 discs).

196 cm (77.3’’]

FREE, OPEN SYSTEM
Standard file formats are used for input and output,

UNIQUE SPECIFICATIONS
Weight

meaning that clients are not tied to specific brand/model
when choosing the rest of the equipment.
There is no constraint for the use of specific materials and/
upgrades: upgrades are recommended but even if they are

Tool change

automatic, 20 positions (ISO 20 type)

not bought, the software will run forever.

Tool measurement

sensor ± 0,001 mm (1 μ)

5-AXIS SIMULTANEOUS MACHINING

Rotation angles

A = ±30° C = 360°

Discs

Ø = 98,5 mm with step

implantology, which places the implants in optimum

Power

230 V single phase (opt. 380 V three phase)

position and at the optimum angle.

Spindle cooling

liquid (external, included)

On traditional jobs, 5 axes are in any case useful for placing

Air

7 atm (external) - 100 lt/min (26 USgal/min)

the prosthesis to be milled in the disc, minimizing thickness

Extraction

Ready for fitting (automatically enabled)

Driving device

local PC/tablet – remote PC/tablet - Smartphone

Assistance

6 days out of 7 (h. 08.00 - 20.00); by appointment on Sundays

(higher speeds, lower consumption of materials and less
tool wear)

[30’’]

rotatory: optical encoders ± 0,00012 rad
Jäger, 2.1 Kw, 10-50,000 rpm

5-axis simultaneous machining: essential for modern

76 cm

linear: optical encoder ± 0,001 mm (1 μ)

Spindle

or tools. No constraints in terms of annual fees for software

104 cm
[41’’]

Position precision

800 Kg

SIMPLE USE
20 TOOLS, ALWAYS READY FOR USE

OPTIONS

Controlled by a touch-screen monitor and internal PC, with

Up to 20 tools on board ready for use. Automatic tool chan-

Linear / rotary encoders are standard on the G5 milling

an intuitive interface that is very easy to use, specifically

ge, high precision (0,0001 mm) measure of tool length and

center. On request, it can be equipped with:

developed for dental CAD-CAM technicians. Multilingual.

tool breakage recognition. Automatic management of tool

• Precision laser measure of tool diameter and feedback

Remote control & maintenance by PC/tablet/Smartphone

life and of backup tools (optional). ISO 20 type cone with

• Blank changer (up to 10 blanks on board)

thanks to DM CLOUD platform (free).

precision collet (stem from 1 to 10 mm) with off line set up.

G5

TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL
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LED light source

Condenser lens

Scanning reticle
Measuring standard

Photovoltaic cell
array

PRECISION

RELIABILITY

OPTICAL LINEAR ENCODERS ON THE 3 CARTESIAN AXES

ABSOLUTE ENCODERS ON THE 2 ROTARY AXES

PRE-LOADED RECIRCULATING BALL SCREW

BRUSHLESS MOTORS WITH CLOSED LOOP CONTROL

The optical linear encoders continuously read the actual

For the rotary axes, the rotary encoders have the same

position of each axis with a precision of 1 μ (0.001 mm).

function as the linear encoders the linear axes. The control

The linear axes are moved by pre-loaded, ground

Brushless, high-torque, compact motors: ideal for

The control system checks each one of them up to 1,000

system reads them and instantly corrects the angle of the

recirculating ball screws, controlled directly by brushless

heavy-duty servo mechanisms, will last a lifetime and

times per second, instantly correcting the position of the

single axis. The precision is 0.00012 radians.

motors with position feedback to guarantee precision and

are maintenance free. Closed loop control on all 5 axes:

durability.

the linear / rotary encoders read the actual position of

PLANETARY REDUCTION GEARBOXES

Lifelong lubricated

the spindle and correct any deviation as much as 1,000

Planetary reduction gearboxes have the benefit of distribu-

STAINLESS STEEL

single axis.

ting load across 3 planetary gears instead of just one; helical teeth mean virtually no backlash, which is impossible
when using any traditional system.
Lifelong lubricated.

As a guarantee of hygiene and durability, all parts in contact with recirculating liquid are made in virtually indestructible stainless steel.

times/second for a long lasting precision even in adverse
environments.

ALL MATERIALS
WET MACHINING

DRY MACHINING

JÄGER SPINDLE

Machining of hard materials such as titanium and Cr-Co

Materials such as zirconium dioxide are better machined

2.1 kW and 50,000 rpm

needs lubrication. The machine is equipped with two filters

dry, but the dust from these processes is harmful to

A reliable German manufacturer and market leader:

and a holding tank with recirculation pump. The water level

moving parts.

for guaranteed quality, performance and durability with

is shown on the front monitor.

Therefore, the machine is fitted with airtight protective

excellent milling results both at low speed (e.g. CoCr alloys)

bellows on all axes. Connection to a central extraction

as well as at high speeds (e.g. lithium disilicate). Liquid

system will prevent any machining dust from entering the

cooled via external unit (provided).

environment.

ALL CRITICAL COMPONENT PARTS OF G5 ARE MADE
IN ITALY, GERMANY OR JAPAN (no “low cost” countries)
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GRANITE ON ALL 3 AXES
The G5 is one of the very few milling machines for the

ON HAND FOR CUSTOMERS

1

In small-medium dental labs, most of the turnover will rely

dental industry to have all 3 Cartesian axes (not just the

on our machine. This is why Dental Machine provides full

base) in South African black granite, a guarantee of lasting
precision and stability.
Granite is the material typically used for measuring

technical assistance 6 days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
1 Granite

instruments because of its stability, low thermal expansion,

2 Metal disc

resistance to wear, hardness (6-7 Mohs, higher than

3 Tool

tempered steel) resistance to acids and oxidation, etc.

4 Vibrations

It also has a granular matrix that absorbs the vibrations
created by machining of hard material (such as chromecobalt or titanium), which could deteriorate part quality and
tool life.

and even on Sundays (by appointment).
With an Ethernet connection, it is possible to access our
remote support & maintenance service, which is almost
immediate and at very low cost (free of charge during
warranty period).

CUSTOMIZATION
THE COLOUR YOU WANT

YOUR OWN LOGO AND MORE...

Who said a machine tool has to be ugly?

Dental Machine can also customize the sides of his machi-

The basic machine is light grey (RAL 7047), but you can

nes with different logos, holiday images, children’s photos,

choose the colour that looks best in your premises using

a stunning aquarium or... whatever image you like.

the RAL chart (available in any paint store) and we will
A
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make your machine in that shade. Because every machine

This process involves applying a printed transparent film to

we make is built for a specific client!

the side or – for even better results – painting by airbrush.
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PROSTHETICS
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SURGICAL STENT

WORK CYCLES
BASIC CYCLE

VARIANT: INTRAORAL SCANNER

SURGICAL STENT

PRECISION IMPLANTOLOGY

The traditional cycle begins with a dental impression

The progressive improvement of intraoral scanners has

Having a file of a CT or CBCT (“dental CT scan”) to work

A simple scan of the chalk model is not precise enough

made by the dentist, which is placed inside a scanner and

meant they are becoming increasingly widely used.

with, plus the relevant software, it is possible to see the

for implants: it is essential to find the exact direction and

translated into a 3D file.

This scanner does not change the cycle by much: it cuts out

concerned maxillofacial area in 3D and to design implants

position in its space. This can be done using a “scan-

From this, the dental technician starts with the anatomical

the physical impression, which is replaced by an electronic

- based on bone density - in the right positions and

abutment” (which can be milled by the same G5), which

design of the prosthesis (crown, bridge, implant, Toronto

one which is used directly by the dental technician to carry

directions.

is positioned on the implant and detected by the scanner.

bridge, etc.) using a CAD (Computer Aided Design)

out the anatomical design of the dental prosthesis, using

Integrating this vision with traditional techniques, it is

The scanning software then integrates this with the rest of

software, which creates another file.

the same CAD software as in the previous cycle.

possible to position implants in critical areas and to design

the prosthesis, inserting it into the correct spatial position

This file is treated by the CAM (Computer Aided Machining)

The rest of the cycle is unchanged.

the dental prosthesis together with supporting surgical

and at the proper angle.

software, which calculates all of the tool routes and

stent for guided surgery.

This way it is possible to design a dental prosthesis or bar

then generates another file to pilot the milling machine

Both prosthesis and stent can be milled on the G5

that will couple perfectly with the implants positioned by

(movements, spindle speed, tool change, etc.).

machine.

the dentist.

SALES

1

SALES PHILOSOPHY

LARGE LABORATORIES

2

SMALL LABORATORIES

CLINIC WITH IN-HOUSE LABORATORY

Superior quality and excellent turnaround times

A dental clinic with in-house laboratory cannot be limited

seller must represent zero cost. The seller has to work

time is perhaps the dream of every dental lab.

In a

are the foundation for the growth of any lab, in both

to the simple calculation above, which is still valid but does

alongside the buyer to help him to improve business and

medium-large laboratory, the G5 can pay for itself in just

professional and volume terms. Even small labs (with just

not take into account factors such as work quality, speed

profits, and share the results. This way, the seller is not

1-2 years, but its working life is much, much longer.

one person) can draw great advantages from the G5 and

of execution, need for post-milling interventions, etc.,

increase both quality and turnover.

which make these assessments more complex.

Economist Jeremy Rifkin states that: “for the buyer, the

selling a product, but hiring out knowhow and experience,

1

Optimizing costs and machining times at the same

2

becoming the client’s partner.”
Dental Machine has espoused this philosophy and always

In a clinic, CAD-CAM technologies and the G5 milling

looks to the end customer. For such reason, it developed a

machine can really give the competitive edge in terms of

model to “check out his budget”, working with him to make

turnaround times and the quality of the finished job.

sure that the investment is the right one and helping him to
make the decision.

SOME EXAMPLES…
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The
company
About us

What we do

Where

A mix of tradition and technology

Dental Machine is an Italian company, fully

Dental Machine designs and manufactures directly

Via dell’artigianato 15 - Bobbio (PC) - Italy, 100 km

With G5, Dental Machine joins granite – a material

independent
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accessory

a range of NC dental machining centres with 5 to 11

south of Milano, a nice medieval village in the Italian

traditionally used in precision machinery – with

manufacturers, who designs and manufactures

axes, suitable for milling all dental materials - including

region of mechatronics (and Ferrari and Ducati).

the very best cutting-edge technologies (5 axes

directly his machines. It operates only in dental CAD-

Ti and Cr-Co - and producing any kind of prosthesis.

CAM, without distraction from other sectors (“the

His machines are designed and tested in cooperation

Here in 614, Irish monk St Columbanus founded his

encoders, planetary gearboxes, closed loop control

strength of focus”) and enjoys of the experience of

with important dental labs in Europe, aiming at the

monastery, which in the early Middle Ages was the

on 5 axes, etc.) to provide customers with an

over a decade in CAD CAM technology and over 40

best price / performance ratio and easiness of use.

largest in Northern Italy, with its annexed scriptorium,

exceptional price / performance ratio.

of

material

and

in NC systems for machine tools.

simultaneous machining, brushless motors, optical

a proto-university. St Colombanus died and was
buried here. He is a forerunner of European Union: as

The G5 is one of the few dental milling machine in the

Its philosophy involves open, transparent systems;

far back as 603 A. D. he wrote that “Europe must be

world with all three orthogonal axes in granite - and

even the software provided has no expiry date and,

a single people”.

not just the basement - to guarantee stability over

although upgrades are recommended, they are not
mandatory.

time even in adverse environments.
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SOME OTHER PRODUCTS

11 AXES
PATENT
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11 AXES

C5

A5

DM CLOUD

highly innovative, high-speed milling center that

table top milling machine, 5 axes continuous

table top “entry level” milling machine, 5 axes

inspired by Industry 4.0 revolution, it develops a new

mills simultaneously the front and back of the same

interpolation, suitable both for dry and wet milling of

continuous interpolation, suitable for dry milling of all

communication and cooperation concept in dental

disk. European Patent 12190131. Currently under

all materials, both soft and hard.

soft materials (resins, zirconia, etc.) and wet milling of

CAD-CAM. In addition to remote monitoring and

development.

Movements with precision ball screw and backlash

disilicate (and similar) blocks.

control, remote maintenance, augmented reality, real

recovery, directly driven by brushless motors with

Movements with precision ball screw and backlash

time yield optimization, etc. it develops the ability to

precision encoders and zero backlash gearboxes.

recovery, directly driven by brushless motors with

share production capacity between the user of Dental

Automatic tool change with 16 tools on board;

precision encoders and zero backlash gearboxes.

Machine milling units to cope better with peaks of

precise (0,0001 mm) measure of tool length and

Automatic tool change with 16 tools on board;

demand, lack of personnel, etc.

check for tool breakage. Jäger 1,0 kW spindle,

automatic measure of tool length and check for tool

60,000 rpm. Size 66 x 100 x 90 (H) cm or 26” x 40” x

breakage. Size 66 x 100 x 90 (H) cm or 26” x 40” x

37.4” (H); weight 220 kg (485 lb).

37.4” (H); weight 186 kg (410 lb).

alteregostudio.it

DENTAL MACHINE S.R.L
Legal headquarters
P.zza San Francesco, 11
29022 Bobbio PC - IT
LOCAL DEALER

Plant
Via dell’artigianato 15
29022 Bobbio PC - IT
Phone
+39 0523 93 66 04
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info@dentalmachine.it

The strength
of focus

